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About This Game

Play as the fabled detective and defeat the Wolf Queen in Dark Parables: The Red Riding Hood Sisters! Centuries ago, the first
Red Riding Hood defeated the wolf and established the Order of Red Riding Hood Sisters. Recently, the nefarious Wolf Queen
entrapped the sisters and planned to unleash legions of ravaging wolves onto our world. Assist the Red Riding Hood Sisters in

this thrilling Hidden Object Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Integrated Strategy Guide
Bonus Gameplay

Extra Puzzles
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I bought this Game last Winter Sale as I had been waiting for Ages for this and the other Dark Parables to go on Sale and I must
say I dont regret it.

First of all If you havent played any Dark Parables Games I recommend you to go back and play the first one as those games are
meant to be played in Order.

Dark Parables: The Red Riding Hood Sisters Collector's Edition comes with the Main Story, a Bonus Story and some other
Bonus Content such as a little Artbook, Bonus Puzzle Levels, the Soundtrack & Wallpapers

The Voice Acting was once again very nicely made and the Art Style was absolutely beautiful! Although you couldn't change the
resolution, you were able to use the Steam Overlay and also got Trading Cards now.

I loved how you can collect during the Game pieces which will, once all of them are collected, give you a little background Story
which is read to you buy a guy with a very soothing and calm voice. You can of course turn it off but you dont have to.

The Hidden Object Scenes were rather well hidden and the Puzzles were challenging. I personally did like them alot and was
surprised how well you can hide something in this game.

The Story was absolutely lovely and reminded me a little bit on my Childhood just in a more Grimm way.

All in all this Game is fantastic, however due to the fact that is rather short I do recommend getting it on Sale rather then for its
base price of 10\u20ac.

Here are my other Reviews for the Dark Parables Series:
Dark Parables: Curse of Briar Rose (Number 1)
Dark Parables: The Exiled Prince (Number 2)
Dark Parables: Rise of the Snow Queen Collector's Edition (Number 3)
Dark Parables: The Final Cinderella (Number 5)
Dark Parables: Jack and the Sky Kingdom Collector's Edition (Number 6)
Dark Parables: Ballad of Rapunzel Collector's Edition (Number 7)
Dark Parables: The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide Collector's Edition (Number 8)
Dark Parables: Queen of Sands Collector's Edition (Number 9). One of the best puzzle games I've played. The story was actually
engaging and dramatic, plus I love the design of the villianess.. If you love fantasy worlds, beautify pictures, lots of hidden
objects and puzzles, then go for any Dark Parable games. They are definitly worth the time. Loved all of them, especially the
Red Riding Hood Sisters. Great.. Game Information

Dark Parables: The Red Riding Hood Sisters Collector's Edition is an Fragmented Object Game that was developed by Blue Tea
Games and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The fourth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince" and "Rise of
the Snow Queen."

Please do note that currently there are two developers for this game series: Blue Tea Games and Eipix Entertainment.

Blue Tea Games developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the Snow
Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel;" "Return of
the Salt Princess" and "The Match Girl's Lost Paradise."

Eipix Entertainment developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide;" "Queen of Sands;"
"Goldilocks and the Fallen Star;" "The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree;" "The Thief and the Tinderbox" and "Requiem for the
Forgotten Shadow."

Since this is a collector's edition game, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.
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Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals for the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are three different game difficulty modes to choose from: Casual; Hard and Expert.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place. The inventory panel automatically comes
stationary.

There is a map in the game. The map is automatically given at the start of the game.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Fragmented items. Some of these hidden object scenes may require a little or no
interaction.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

There are collectibles in the game: Parables. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

There are morphing objects (beyond objects) in the game. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find as well.
The morphing objects are used to refill the hint bar.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra
features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

There are seven different trading cards to collect. The game only drops four of those trading cards. There are several ways to get
the rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster
Pack Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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